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Introduction
When I released my first Hump Day Golf tip in February 2010, I had no idea what would be in store for this series. What initially
started as a trial period of tips quickly turned into a regular weekly golf clip that has been running continuously for almost four
years on GOLF.com.
The “Hump Day Golf Tips” series was originally filmed and formatted as a syndicated program of short, easily digestible tips. Each
week these tips reach 20 million viewers around the globe.
I constantly run into golfers of all ages who recognize me from the series. Most can recite my famous opening by heart, “Hi, I’m
Shawn Humphries, Golf Magazine Top 100 Teacher. Do you know what day it is? It’s Wednesday. It’s Hump Day. I’ve got a tip to
get you through the day and through the week.”
After dozens of customer requests from golfers around the world, I decided to turn these video clips into a DVD series. I hope that
you enjoy this accompanying eBook for the Hump Day Golf Tips Volume 2 DVD.
Here’s to better golf.
Shawn Humphries

www.ShawnHumphries.com
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FULL SWING

Plane The Clubface

Check Back Of Left Hand

In your setup position, the back of
your left hand should match the
clubface angle.

Check “L” Position Angles

As you take the club back to the critical
“L” position, the back of the left hand and
the clubface should be square.
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Returning To Impact Square

On the downswing, the back of the
left hand and clubface should remain
square. This creates solid, repeatable
impact through the ball.

FULL SWING

Avoid Keeping Your Head Down

Angle Of Attack Too Steep

Keeping your head down through the
swing promotes a steep plane and a
digging clubface into impact.
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Head Up And Rounded Plane

Keep your head up and work the club
around your body on the backswing
and into the impact position.
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Follow The Ball

As you make contact, keep your head
up and follow the ball as you go around
and through the shot.

FULL SWING

Creating the Inside Move

Club falls on the inside

Let the club fall from the inside at the
beginning of the downswing.
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Handle Stays High

Allow your handle move up slightly so
that the clubhead comes from the inside
when it hits the golf ball.
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Clubhead Low Through Shot

Keeping your clubhead low will allow
you to hit the inside portion of the golf
ball and get a nice, high draw.

FULL SWING

Correct Width

Width of the Shoulders

Place two tour sticks in ground that line
up to the width of your shoulders.
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Step Outside

Move your body so that the instep of your
feet are touching the tour sticks.

Assume Setup Position

Setup to the ball and make sure that your
knees are slightly bent. Notice that your
knees are located to the inside of the tour
sticks. The top of the sticks should still be
pointing towards your shoulders.

FULL SWING

Creating Tour Player Width

Arms in front of the body

Create a circle with your arms in front of
your body while holding the golf club.

Rotate to the Right

Turn your body and maintain the circle with
the support of your right arm. Keep your left
arm soft and let the right arm do the work of
supporting the club.
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Correct Impact Width

This drill will give you the right amount of
width you need at impact.

FULL SWING

Mastering Your Takeaway

A Proper Setup

Setup to the ball with the end of the golf
club pointing directly at your belt buckle.

Belt Buckle Guide

On your takeaway, turn your wrist and
shoulders so that the the end of the
golf club runs right along your belt line.
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Sequenced Backswing

By using the belt buckle for your
takeaway, it will be much easier
to continue the movement of your
backswing on plane.

FULL SWING

Avoid the Dreaded Chili Dip

Why Chili Dip?

This nuisance of a shot occurs when your club crashes into the
ground on the downswing. A chili dip follows the path of the tour
stick circled above. The club comes in from the wrong direction
and crashes into the ground.
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Reverse the Angle

To correct this shot, visualize a ramp that your club follows
directly after impact. This will allow you to take less turf and hit
more solid shots.

FULL SWING
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CHIPPING

Hit High Chip Shots

Step 1:

For this shot, use a sand wedge and
move your ball position just to the left of
your belt buckle.

Step 2:

Open your blade and keep your hands
leaning forward into the back of the ball.
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Step 3:

Create solid contact while opening the
clubface as you move through impact.

CHIPPING

Chipping: 3-in-1

Back

Placing the ball position in the back
of your stance lets it come in low and
run out.

Middle

Using a ball position in the middle of
your stance allows it to carry more with
less run out.
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Forward

If you select a forward ball position (left
of your belt buckle), it has even more
carry and less roll.

CHIPPING

Never Miss Hit a Chip Shot Again

Shift to the Left

As you chip, you are always trying
to get your feet to roll to the left. This
gets your weight shifted to the left so
that you’ll have more of a downward
movement into the back of the ball.
Most importantly, this will encourage
you to get solid impact.

Hands Forward

Because of the downhill lie, your body
has to be very angled to the left and
your hands are forward in order to reach
impact. This drill reinforces good habits
in your chip shots.
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Stay Down

Chipping off a downhill lie encourages
you to stay down through the impact
zone. This creates a solid impact into
the back of the ball.

CHIPPING

Solid Impact for Solid Chips
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When you hit chip shots, you’ll want a forward shaft lean at impact. This creates a descending blow and allows you to get the club
into the back of the ball for solid hits.

Step 1:

Setup to the Velocity Leverage bag and
lean your hands forward at address.

Step 2:

Work the club back and through.

Step 3:

As you reach impact, pop the VL bag
and create the angle to get your hands
leaning forward.

CHIPPING
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PUTTING

Double Gate Training

Step 1:

Using two tees, setup a gate a bit wider
than your putter, relatively square to
your intended target line.

Step 2:

After making a few test putts to find
where the breaking point is on the
green, setup a second gate at that line.
If you can roll the ball to the breaking
point, your second putt will be effortless.
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Step 3:

Practice putting the ball from the first
gate to the second gate and letting the
landscape do most of the work for you.
By aiming toward the second gate rather
than by aiming directly toward the hole,
you will have a much better chance of
making that second putt.

PUTTING

Feel Your Distance

Regular Practice Strokes

Most of the time when you putt, your
face is down so that you aren’t looking
at the hole. Golfers often practice their
putts this way as well.

The Challenge

If you were to roll a ball to the hole,
wouldn’t you keep your eye on the hole
to get a feel for it? Why don’t you apply
this same principle to your putting?
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Give it a Try

With your putter, turn your head to the
hole. Take 4-5 practice strokes while
looking at the hole. Then, as you putt
the ball, keep your face down and try to
replicate your practice strokes. This will
help you roll it within a 2-3 foot radius.

PUTTING

Setup in Three’s

1. When you setup to it, your
eyes are either…

• On top of the ball = IDEAL
• On the underneath of the ball =
CORRECT (best to err this way)
• On the outside portion of the ball =
WRONG

2. Your stance can be…

• Square to your shoulders =
IDEAL
• Open with the left foot back =
CORRECT
• Closed with the right foot back =
WRONG
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3. When you grip the club, your
arms can hang…

• Straight down beneath your shoulders
= IDEAL
• A little away from your body =
CORRECT (best to err this direction)
• Against your body = WRONG

PUTTING

The Only Time in Golf You Keep Your Head Down 21

Set Your Marker

Place a dime on the ground. Take a few practice strokes
focusing on the dime. Then, place the ball on top of the dime.

Eyes On the Dime

Hit the ball and keep your eyes locked on the dime.
Keep your head down until after you putt the ball.
WARNING: Moving your head up too soon makes your
shoulders do the same… taking the putter off line.

PUTTING
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PITCHING

Hit Soft Pitch Shots with Spin

Club Selection

For this shot, you would typically use a
56-degree wedge. But since you’d like
to bring the ball in softly with a little spin
on it, you should choose a 52-degree
wedge instead.

Normal Backswing

Your backswing and downswing
shouldn’t change from your regular pitch
shot. This will help you produce plenty of
speed at impact.
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Release the Club

As you make impact, let the club relax in
your hands. This simple movement will
let the ball fall softly onto the green, skip
a few times, and nestle up right next to
the hole.

PITCHING

Perfect Your Pitch Shots

Practice with a Visual

Toss a few golf balls into the air at the height you would like
to pitch the ball. This lets you get a better idea what height is
ideal for landing close to the hole.
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Hit the Perfect Shot

Now you have a good idea of what the pitch shot should look
like. As you hit it, try to replicate the height of your best throw
so that it lands softly and near the hole.

PITCHING

Find Your Ball Position

Step 1:

Do you want to find the ideal ball position
for your pitch shots? Start by setting up
to it a few inches behind the ball.

Step 2:

Take several practice swings on the
ground. Pay attention to where the club
is bottoming out.
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Step 3:

Look at where the club made contact
with the ground. This is your ideal ball
position for getting the ball up in the air.

PITCHING

2 Tips for Perfect Pitch Shots

Neutral Setup

In a neutral setup, your hands are neutral and your weight is
evenly shifted.
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Pitching Setup

In your pitching setup, your hands and body should be shifted
toward the target.

PITCHING
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COURSE STRATEGY

Hitting The High Cut

Go Up One Club For Distance
Ball will not travel as far so choose
one extra club to compensate.

Ball Position Forward

We want to catch the ball more on
the upstroke so move it forward one
ball position.
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Alignment Is Left Of Target

Shoulders, hips, knees and feet aligned
left of target; clubface aligned just left of
flag. Take your normal swing along your
feet line.

COURSE STRATEGY

Lower is Better

Grip Down Midway On The Club
This allows you to take a lower lofted
club without adding distance.
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Split The Distance

Take your normal setup and move the
ball halfway between your back foot and
your normal ball position.

Hold The Angle Through Impact
Lean into your left side about 70% and
hold the angle shown through impact.
This creates forward shaft lean and
de-lofts the club face.

COURSE STRATEGY

Avoid the Trouble

Determine Your Shot

Today’s tip is all about course strategy. This is a par 3 that is
about 230 yards long. Most of the trouble spots are left of the
center of the green. The ball needs to land on the right of the
green to be in good shape.
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Avoid the Trouble

We want to avoid hooking it because that will land us a double
bogey. The goal is to hit a fade toward the trouble and allow
the ball to travel away from it in the air. Execute the shot you’ve
planned to stay away from any trouble spots.

COURSE STRATEGY
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TROUBLE SHOTS

Ball Sitting Down In The Rough

Club Selection And Ball Position
Critical
Choose 1 more club for your distance
and position ball just left or forward of
your belt buckle (right for left hander).

Create Angle And Loft

Hinge your wrists early and set the shaft
angle to create a descending blow. This
angle will pop the ball out and minimize
grass contact.
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Choke Down And Open Blade
Slightly

Opening the blade will help avoid the
hosel catching and shutting the club
face. Widen your stance, grip the club
tight and give it a rip!

TROUBLE SHOTS

Hitting A Low Cut

Ball Position Back

Split the distance between your normal
ball position and your back foot.

Aim Feet Further Left Than
Clubface

Align your feet left of target with the
clubface at the target, grip down, lean
into left side and swing on feet line.
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Clubhead Low Through Shot

Finish your swing with the clubhead low
emphasizing the shaft leaning forward
and trying to not let it pass your hands.

TROUBLE SHOTS

Uphill Lie

Body Position On Uphill Angle

Your knees, hips and shoulders need to
tilted the same as the lay of land.
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Catch Ball On Upswing

Your ball position should be one ball
width toward your lead foot. Also, as the
uphill angle adds loft to the clubface, grab
one more club to maintain your distance.

Drop Back Down The Hill

Swing through the ball, catching it on the
upswing. As you pivot and finish, your
weight will pull you back down the hill,
causing you to drop onto your back foot.

TROUBLE SHOTS

Ball Below Feet

Ball Will Shoot Right

This shaft affixed to the clubface shows
the direction the ball will go due to the
hands high at impact, opening of clubface
and steep shaft angle.

Steep, Steep, Steep!

As the club works more up and down,
ball won’t travel as far, it will come in
higher and move left to right. Setup
position should have more knee flex
and upper body tilt from waist.
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Body Falls Forward After Contact
It is very difficult to swing fast from this
lie as your body weight is pulled forward,
causing you to lose balance. Take an
extra club and fall forward after contact.

TROUBLE SHOTS
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